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john norris p3 fly rod fly fishing - re john norris p3 fly rod thanks to everyone for the advice i think i ll go with the odyssey
xt rod it s for sale at 31 and after looking through some reviews on the forum and this post it seems like a good choice as a
backup rod, john norris p3 fly rod page 2 fly fishing - re john norris p3 fly rod originally posted by troutzo grahams of
inverness have them 9ft 6 for a 6 line 10ft for a 7 and 10ft for an 8 priced at 31 19p plus postage, john norris fishing store
penrith cumbria facebook - john norris 21 victoria road ca11 8hp penrith cumbria rated 4 8 based on 264 reviews took a
run from ayrshire to penrith as my husband likes the, shakespeare agility rise fly rod review fly lure - george uses a john
norris p3 stealth fly line with his agility rise it s a matching 3 line and seems to suit the rod ok it s not an expensive line at all
just 12 99 so it won t break the bank if anything it might actually feel better with a 2 line i think it is for a 3 ridiculously long at
90 feet, fly line rant must be said fly fishing surftalk - john norris big fly lines are outstanding for 20 in fact the only
expensive line i currently use is the rio obs intermediate but the airflo csw 40 is just as good mike seriously check out the
new john norris p3 big fly lines 14, the complete fisher forum view topic line - hi flybysage a 8 weight line on a 9 rod isn t
a good combination for turning over bulky pike flies i would suggest you go for at least the line weight the rod was designed
for and if it was me i d probably overline it with a 10 line, fieldsports james norris prominent people lifestyle - the
manager of the iconic fishing tackle retailer john norris of penrith how did the business come about when my father john
norris left school he convinced his father to help him buy a small terraced building no 21 victoria road in penrith, john norris
we are incredibly excited to announce the - following the success of the p3 range of rods john norris have teamed up
with guideline to bring you the best performing best value single handed rod range ever to hit the market the actions of
these well balanced single handed rods are developed to suit a modern caster who prefers rods with crisp and light with a
fast loading action, trout rod review fly fisherman - the most disturbing type of rod breakage comes while playing a fish it s
easy to blame the manufacturer when you hear that fatal pop right as you re about to land a fish but based on what i ve
seen fish don t break rods user error is most often to blame if the rod breaks in the final phase of landing a fish, which fly
rod yahoo answers - which fly rod hi can anyone recomend a good fast tip action fly rod which isnt a crazy price to buy at
the minute im using a 10 foot 8wt shakespeare odyssey fly for fishing mostly loughs
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